Robust nonsticky superhydrophobicity by the tapering of aligned ZnO nanorods.
The robust nonsticky superhydrophobicity of aligned nanoneedle films is reported. A facile, efficient, cheap, and available method based on the diffusion-limited crystal growth principle is proposed for controlling the tapering of ZnO nanorods, the profiles of which can be tuned effectively by synergetic control over reaction time and temperature in an extremely strong alkaline reaction system. The synthesized nanoneedle, nanopencil, and nanorod arrays are chosen for studying the effects of nanoscale topography on anti-droplet-sticking ability. After silanization, all of them show excellent quasi-static anti-droplet-stickiness, and water adhesion along the normal and lateral directions can be greatly reduced by the tapering of nanorods and eliminated by sharp nanoneedles. However, their antisticking stability is distinct under the droplet impact: the nanoneedle sample is still nonsticky but the nanorod sample loses its antisticking ability. Only ensuring the liquid/air interface is in the suspended nonwetting state is insufficient to obtain robust nonsticky surfaces, which also require extremely low solid-liquid van der Waals attraction.